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Queen of Challenge Riccione :-)
Two weeks after my last race and it was time to let the racing horse play again. This time in
Italy the land of amazing pizza’s and even greater ice cream.
This years edition was changed from Challenge Rimini to
Challenge Riccione ( https://www.challenge-riccione.it/eng/) ,
after many years the race moved a couple of kilometers
further and I have to say the new location is great.
The swim course stayed similar, always a bit of a bumpy
one in this see, the bike course stayed the same, a very
hard, beautiful 90 km with amazing scenery. The bike
course has lot’s of altitude meters which I totally like.
The streets in Italy are not always the best one’s but
when you pay a bit more attention then normal it’s all
good.
The run course was a 3 loop course true town, lot’s of
spectators and just a very fun run to do. I’ve just gone
true a ton of pictures and it’s no joke, I only have smiling
one’s :-)
It’s always nice to hear your name a lot of times, it kind
of pushes you a bit extra.
The whole long weekend in Italy was a ton of fun, we had a fun bunch of people from the
Skinfit racing team which also included my swim training partner and friend Bianca Steurer.
Markus Wöllner a trainings & team buddy from Leipzig from my boyfriend and myself.
Lot’s of good pizza and some great
ice cream, a very well organized
event, a good result and you got a
smile on my face that won’t
disappear this week.
So both Bianca and me had a good
and strong race and we finished 1st
and 3rd,
I tell you we had a happy 7 hour
drive back home the day after :-)
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A little stop at a freezing lake to put our legs in on the
way, which wasn’t my idea but was a good one.
So another win, I take it, this race wasn’t as perfect as
the one at Challenge Gran Canaria but it was still a good
one and I’m very happy to be Queen of Riccione :-)
A solid performance in all 3 disciplines, I take it!
Specially thank you go’s out to Happiness for all the
presents we got, Jordi thank you a lot!!! The cap with our name on was one off those special
extra’s!
A little change in my race schedule, I won’t be racing one of my favorite's IRONMAN 70.3 St.
Pölten for a 10th time, yes you are reading correct, it would have been my 10th start.
I decided to not race in St. Pölten as I have always wanted to do IM Lanzarote, but never did
as it’s always the same weekend.
Some not so happy stuff happened Andreas Hämmerle, former General Manager of Simplon,
a great men and a person that I’m so very grateful for, unexpectedly died of a heart attack on
Thursday 19th of April.
This was one of the reasons that made me think and decide to race Lanzarote, you never
know what happens and you should always follow your dreams. Andreas did and was a great
mentor and example for many people.
So I’m heading to my favorite island and do the race as a great training for Challenge Roth
which is still my main goal.
So in 3 weeks time it’s a “go” again, this time a bit longer :-)
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